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The Copy Planet is an ongoing Virtual Art Project / Module /

Playground by Belgian Artist Andy Wauman. It is an explorative

'experimental' adventure into finding new ways of creating and

showing Art.
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In collusion with artist Pablo Salafurka, and sound wizard

‘Shamanesque', as part of Copy Planet's expanding universe

with six unique 3D, eye candy, abstract videos with ambient,

dark, repetitive techno sound design.
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The works call for us to embrace shifting landscapes and to

find the mojo to move on even as reality shifts and transforms. 
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Salafurka is a new media artist who lives in Poland. He is a part

of CopyPlanet project. 

He oscillates by the computer technologies, generative

structures, machine learning and artistic techniques and

concepts of human organism and being of the post-human

future exist. 

Using software such as TouchDesigner he is integrated human

movements and thinking into the computer projects by using

interaction in real time projects. 

When he creates this form of expression, he always tries to add

something new, something exploratory to him, so that each

subsequent work is also a development - not just an answer to

a given problem or topic. 
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For him as an artist, the most important thing is to combine his

two passions - art and science. He considers these two fields

to be perfectly compatible with each other, following a

common path since the beginning of the cyber world. That is

why he is creating interactive art, objects, installations, films

that need someone's gaze in order to live. 

As he expands his exploration of the virtual world and the

innovations associated with it, he expands his own barriers of

creativity. '' I look at the world, trying to make sense of what I

see, through the lens of what I can create. ''
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Hailing from the Montréal underground, Shamanic Sound is a

techno/ethereal Artist, Producer & DJ. Dark & eerie would

perfectly describe Shamanic's rebellious and hypnotic style of

unrelenting Techno sound, which has been making waves in

Montréal's and North America's underground scene. 
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https://www.instagram.com/shamanicsoundofficial/
https://soundcloud.com/theshaman-samb0/technics-episode-15


Buy - www.opensea.io/collection/codedfeelings
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Exhibition Enquiries - anil@turboslownft.com
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